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Societies and Academies. 
LqNDoN. 

noyal Society, February 3.-Prof. C. S. Sherrington, 
president, in the chair.-Dr. G. B. Jelfery: The field 
()f an electron on Einstein's theory of gravitation. 
Equations are obtained for the motion of a single 
electron about an atomic nucleus. If a ray of light 
passes through the field of the electron, provided that 
the distance of closest approach is not too small, the 
ray is deflected towards the electron. For closer 
approach the sense of the deflection is reversed until 
in the limit the ray is reflected back again along its 
()riginal path. These results are used to ascertain 
-whether any possible electric field of the sun would 
produce a measurable effect on the crucial phenomena 
'of Einstein's theory. It is found that, while the 
sun's electric field would tend to diminish the dis
placement of the spectrum lines, the field required 
to oroduce compensation is of the order of 1013 volts 
per cm. at the sun's surface.-Dr. M. N. Saha: A 
physical theory of stellar spectra. Elsewhere a theory 
of thermal ionisation (and partly of thermal radia
tion) of gaseous elements has been developed and 
applied to the explanation of the ionisation observed 
in the solar chromosphere, and the absence of certain 
elements from the Fraunhofer spectrum. In the 
present paper the theory has been extended towards a 
physical explanation of the ordered gradation in the 
spectra of stars. The stellar data, particularly those 
accumulated by the Harvard Observatory, are 
discussed from the point of view of the present theory, 
and it has been shown that the varying spectra of 
stars can be explained as functions of a single physical 
variabl e, viz. the temperature of the stellar atmo
sphere.-W. F. Darke, J. W. McBain, and C. S. 
Salmon: The ultra-microscopic structure of soaps. 
The ultra-microscopic observations of Zsigmondy and 
Bachmann on soap-curds have been confirmed, inter
preted, and extended. The kinematograph has been 
employed as an aid in elucidating the formation and 
disaopearance of the structures observed. The 
curds of sodium, potassium, and hydrog-en soaps are 
llescribed and discussed.-Dr. J . Mercer: Linear 
transformations and functions of positive type. The 
paper contains developments of the theory of linear 
function al transformations as developed by F. Riesz 
in his paper "Untersuchung-en tiber Systeme inte
grierbaur Funktionen" (Math. Annalen, vol. Ixix., 
pp. 449-97)· 

Mineralogical Society, January IS.-Mr. A. Hutchin
son, vice-president, in the chair.-A. F. Hallimond: 
The olivine group. Since the discussion of the densi
ties by Thaddeef in 1896, and of the optical constants 
by Backlund in 1909, numerous additions have been 
made to the published data. These have been col
lected and the most probable values for the pure com
pounds obtained. The molecular volume of monti
cellite is slightly greater than the mean between 
forsterite and y-Ca2 SiO.. For the complex mixtures 
the density and mean refractive index yield additive 
relationships, but the birefringence and axial ratios 
follow no additive law. The conditions of plotting 
which must be observed if the variation of an addi
tive property with composition is to be expressed by a 
straig-ht line were briefly summarised.-W. A. 
nichardson: A method of rock-analysis diag-rams 
based on statistics. Oxide variation diagrams, similar 
to those employed by Dr. Harker, can be used for 
expressing the chemical relations ?f rock groups 
individuals. The diagrams obtained from plottIng 
Iddings's selected analyses g-ave the varia
tion for all rocks.-L. J. Spencer: IdentIty of Trech-
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mann 's .. ,a-tin" with stannous sulphide. A re
examination of the original material described by 
C. O. Trechmann in 1S79 as an orthorhombic modi
fication of tin proved that he made his crystallographic 
determinations on crystals of one kind (viz. stannous 
sulphide), whilst the chemical analysis was made on 
crystals of another kind (viz. metallic tin). Tin is, 
therefore, dimorphous and not trimorphous, "white 
tin" being tetragonal and "grey tin" cubic. Ortho
rhombic crystals of stannous sulphide (SnS) and tetra
gonal crystals of iron stannide (FeSn,) from tin fur· 
naces and rhombohedral crystals of tin arsenide 
(Sn,As.) isolated from a tin-arsenic alloy were 
described. 

Linnean Society, January 20.-Dr. A. Smith Wood
ward, president, in the chair.-E. H. C. Walsh: 
Lhasa and Central Tibet. The lecturer gave first a 
brief description of the country, the people, the 
religion, and the government. The country extends 
1600 miles in its greatest breadth, and Sao miles 
in its greatest width, from the Koko Nor to the 
southern bend of the Takiang or Blue River; the 
superficial area is more than a million square miles, 
comprises the highest portion of the earth's sur
face, and is bounded on its southern frontier by the 
Hinplayas, the loftiest chain of mountains in the 
world. The Tibetans are a 1;urco-Mongolian race and 
speak a monosyllabic language; it is believed that 
they originally lived in China, but were driven out by 
conquering races. They are mentioned as early as 
770 B.C., when they were at war with the Chinese. 
There are two acknowledged forms of religion, the 
Buddhist and the Bon, pronounced Pon; the latter 
has adopted some of the formulas of the former, 
but reversed them, as in the case of the 
" Swastika" or fyle-fot cross; also the Buddhist 
prayer-wheel, with its invocation "Om mani padme 
hum." The two sects lived peaceably side by side. 
The Dalai Lama, the Pope of the Lamaist Church, is 
believed to be a continuous incarnation of previous 
Dalai Lamas, and of the Deity Avalokiteswara upon 
earth. When a Dalai Lama dies his reincarnation 
has to be looked for in some infant born shortly 
afterwards, and this is ascertained bv the chief oracle 
indicating the part of the country and some clues, and 
the result of local inquiries is then reported to the 
leading Lamas, who decide by lot the actual child to 
be educated as the Dalai Lama. 

Physical Society, January 2S.-Sir W. H. Bragg, 
president, in the chair.-Prof. H. Nagaoka: The 
magnetic separation of neon lines a nd Runge's rule. 
The results of an investigation of the Zeeman effect 
for neon lines are given. The departures from 
Runge's rule-that the magnetic separation of the 
lines are aliquot parts of the separation of the normal 
triple t-are discussed . It is concluded that such dis
crepancies are due to variations eX. the ratio eJm.
E. V. Appleton: A method of demonstrating- the retro
active property of a triode oscillator. The author, 
following Vallauri, gives an approximate treatment of 
the conditions which give rise to retro-action between 
the grid and anode circuits of a triode valve, and 
describes an arrangement of circuits whereby the 
property can easily be demonstrated to a large audi
ence.-Dr. D, Owen and R. M. Archer: The quick
ness of response of current to voltage in a thermionic 
tube. Steady voltages were applied between the hot 
and cold electrodes of a thermionic tube for intervals 
of time varying from 0'00001 second to a minute or 
long-er. The mean current durinjt the interval was 
measured by the 'Wheatstone bridf(e. using a null 
balli stic method. Two types of thellJ1ionic tube were 
employed, one at a high gas pressure and the other 
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a t a higher degree of exha us tion. The initial rise of 
current to its maximum is followed by a fall, the 
ra te of which diminishes with t ime. In the tube at 
the hi gh gas pressure the final value of current may 
be less than half the initia l value. In the case of the 
tubes a t lower gas pressure the fa ll is less pronounced, 
say 3 or 4 per cent. This fall is not attributable 
m erely to the high temperature of the filament, but 
is conditional on tHe thermionic current being per
m itted to flow. 

Linnean Society, F ebruary 3.-Dr. A. Smith Wood
ward, president, in the chair .-M. Christy: Wistman's 
vVood. Wistman's Wood is a s m a ll grove of a ncient, 
but exceeding ly gnarled and diminutive, oak-trees 
(Quercus peduncu.lata) growing out of an extensive 
pile of huge angular blocks of granite (known as a 
.• clatter") without a par ticle of visible soil. The 
wood is almost in the centre of D artmoor at an eleva
tion of about 1500 ft. It con tains about 300 to 400 

trees, which , are oveq:(rown by m asses of moss and 
li chens. Particulars of the habit and age of the trees 
are given.-Dr. Agnes Arber: The leaf-tips of certain 
Monocotyledons. The leaves of Monocotyledons are 
studied (rom the point of view of the phyllode theory. 
In simple monocotyledonous foliage leaves ter
mina ting in a solid apex, a nd also in spathe leaves 
end ing in a s imilar tip, the main pa rt of the leaf is 
of leaf-sheath nature, while the a pex represents a 
vestigial petiole. In complex monocotyledonous 
leaves which are differ:entiated in to sheath" s talk, and 
" blad e," certain cases are known in which the 
"blade " te rminates in a solid apex. It is provi
siona ll v suggested that such a pi ces represent the un
expa nded tip of the petiole.-T. A. Dymes: Seeding 
and germination of Ruscus aeuleatus, Linn., in the 
south-eastern quarter of England . The berries and 
seedlin gs perish by severe frost, althoug-h the adult is 
hardy. Ma ny seeds fail to germina te because im
milture. F rost kills many seedlin gs during the first 
w in te r. Better results are obta in ed by sowing, as 
soon as the seeds, a re ripe, a t a d epth of 1 in. than a t 
a greater depth or in the spr ing . SUI'vivors in the 
second season produce an axis som e 3 in . long . bear
in g :1bout s ix phylloclades in the axils of scale-leaves. 
The radicle perishes and adven ti ti ous roots a re pro
du ced . During- the second w inter the seedlings are 
un able to withstand severe fros t . T here is no re
capi tula tion of the ancestry by the seedling. 

Aristotelian Society, F ebrua ry 7.-Lord Haldane, 
vice-pres ident, in the chair.- Prof. R. F . A. Hoernle: 
A plea for a phenomenology of m eanin g. The task 
of a phenomenology of m eanin g: is to collect and 
examine a ll types of empiri cal s ituations in which 
signs fun ction and m eaning is present. This is the 
more necessary as a ll the higher activi ties and all 
con trol of social organisations depend on ' the use of 
signs. Yet curre nt theories are fragmlentary a nd one
sided. This is shown by a n examina tion of the 
theories of F. C. S. Schiller, B . Russell, L ady Welby, 
C. S. Peirce , G. F. Stout, A. Meinong , and E. 
Husser!. A due to a completer theory may perhaps 
be found in the distinction between the indicative and 
the expressive function of signs. W e have the pure 
indicative function whlen the existence of A enables 
us to infer the existence (or non-existence) of B. 
W e have the pure expressive fun ction when an agent 
m akes or utters signs. The two fun ctions are 
curiously interla ced in intersubj ective intercourse. The 
dis tincti on, however, r equires to be tested further by 
applica tion to various kinds of non-verbal signs, to 
symbolic actions, and especially to the functions of 
sounds in music. 
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CAMBRIDGE . 

Philosophical Society, J a nuary 24.--,Prof. Seward. 
president, in the chair.-G. 1. Taylor: (1) Experi
m ents w ith rotating fluids. A summary of results 
on three subjects connected with the dynamics of 
rota ting fluids was given without proof. The subjects 
treated were (a) ditference between two- and three
dimensional motion, (b) stability of fluid contained 
between two cylinders, and (e) motion of a sphere in 
a rotating fluid. Experiments were described, and in 
the case of (a) a nd (e) some were shown a t the 
meeting. (2) Tides in the Bristol Channel. It is 
shown that the Bris tol Channel, which contains some 
of the la rgest tides in the worl·d, ca n be represented 
with considerable accuracy by a channel the breadth 
and d epth of which vary uniformly from the mouth 
to the head. Calculations <of the effect of such a 
cha nnel in increasing the tides are shown to agree 
well with the observed tides in the Bristol Chqnnel. 
It appears , therefore, from the results obtained that 
the usual hydrodynamical theory of tides accounts 
qua ntita tively as well as qualita tively for the ab
normally high tides which exist a t the head of the 
Bristol Channel.- F. W. Aston: The deterioration of 
fabri c under the action of light, a nd its physical 
expla na tion . The C'nly serious factor in deterioration 
of unprotected aeroplane fabric, doped or undoped, 
when exposed to w eather is found to be the action 
of sunlight. On investiga tion this action is shown 
to be rellegated to the ultra-violet part of the spec
trum . This d eterioration appeat·s to be due to the 
form ation of ozone from the oxygen of the air which 
acts u pon the fibres. This explana ti on is upheld by 
the fact that if the fabric is kept in a vacuum or in 
an a tmosphere of hydrogen the effect is enormously 
reduced. Normallv, ozone is formed in oxygen only 
by the act ion of -light of w ave-length too short to 
occur in sunligh t at all, but th is difficulty has been 
removed by Prof. Lindemann, who shows that the 
hi gh refractive index of the fibres m odifies the photo
electric action, increasing the m aximum effective 
wave-length by a fa ctor which brings the value up to 
tha t actuallv d etermined by experime nt.-S. Lees: 
Note on constant-volume explosion experiments. An 
attem pt is m ade to compute the order of the effect of 
temperature va riations in an explosion vessel on the 
values of the total internal energy measured. The 
author g ives reasons which indicate that the experi
m entally determined values of internal energy so ob
ta ined ought to be reduced slightly to get the cor
rected values for uniform tempera tures. The correc
tion is probably less than 1 per cent. for air at 
1600° C . This correction is probably w ithin the limits 
of experimental error at the present time. - V. Brun: 
The fun ction [xl. 

MAl'iCHESTER. 
Literary and Philosophical Society, November 1().

Sir H enry A. Miers . preside nt, in the chair.-Prof. 
T . G. B. Osborn: Notes on stone implements from 
the C ooper ' 5 Creek District, South Australia. Most 
of the specimens were found in May last on old 
ca mpin g-grounds of the Deari tribe during a to 
Killa lpa nnina , on the Barcoo (Cooper's Creek), 111 the 
Lake Evre region. It seems probable that knives 
were m anufactured in certain places and the finished 
articles carried awav. A crude flake struck off at a 
single blow served as a temporary cutting instrument 
proyided it had a sharp edge, and was then discarded. 
Scrapers, knives, flakes, hammer-stones , and stones 
for grinding .an{:l crushing food m aterial s were · found. 
The gr inding stones we re used for grinding small 
seeds of Eucalyptus mieTotheca, etc. ; the crushinj:! 
stones for breaking hard .. beans" of "nardoo" 
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(sporocarps of Marsilea sp.).-Prof. :\. V. Hill: The 
purpose of physiology. As the handmaid of medicine, 
the task of physiology lies in the discovery and state
ment of the "normal" as distinguished from the 
.• abnormal:" As a pure science it is privileged to 
explore the mechanisms underlying the phenomena of 
life by any and every means provided by scientific 
proRress. As an applied science, in co-operation with 
psychology, it deals with such questions as the condi
tions of maintenance of the" normal," the standards 
of fitness, mental, moral, and physical, and th,) 
bioloRical factors in the economic or socia l system. 
ProRress may be expected in the regions where physio
lORY verges on the other, especially on the exact, 
sciences, while the st imulus to the applications of 
physiology appears on the borders of medicine, sport 
and physical training, industrial fatigue , sociology 
or economics. 

December 9.-Mr. R. L. Taylor, vice.president. 
in the chair.-Prof. T. E. Peet : Ancient Egyptian 
mathematics. Known to us chiefly from the Rhind 
papyrus in the British Museum, Egyptian mathe
matics is not a speculative science, but one put·ely prac
tical in scope. The author dea lt with the cumbrous 
notation; the use only of fractions the numerator of 
which was unity (with the one exception of two
thirds) ; tables for multiplication by 2 only, and 
with division by 2 only, divisions beinR done 
by trial. Problems such as the division of food, the 
measurement of areas, the exchange of loaves of 
various sizes and of jugs of beer were easily accom
plished. ;\ parallelopiped was correctly cubed, the 
volume of a cylinder obtained, and the circle given 
as the square of eight-ninths of its dia m eter. The 
existence in Egypt of a standard of rings or shatyw 
of various m etals was (lealt with. 

DUBLIN. 

)loyal Dublin Society, J anuary 2S.-Dr. F. E. Hackett 
in the chair.-J. J. Dowling: A direct-reading ultra·· 
micrometer. The apparatus, which was exhibited in 
operation, depends on the variation of the plate cur· 
rent in an circuit, which accompanies 
a variation in 'the capacity of the oscillating circuit. 
The sensitivity of the arrangement is very high, but 
even under unfavourable conditions it shows remark
able steadiness. Preliminary measurements show that 
a displacement of about 2 x 10-' cm. is detectable 
under ordinary working conditions, and with suitable 
precautions very much greater sensitivity can be 
reached. Further work in connection with the ap
paratus is being carried out.-J. )leilly and \V. J. I 

H;ckinbottom : The distillation constant of certain 
primary alcoh ols. The authors have applied their 
method of distillation in steam to methyl, ethyl. 
propyl, butyl, and isoamyl alcohols. Percentage of 
alcohol is estimated from density or by oxidation. 
Distillation constant varied with concentration. 

EDINBURGH. 

)loyal Society, January lo.-Prof. F. O. Bower, 
president, in the chair.-The late Dr. John Aitken: 
Thermometer screens. This paper was left in manu· 
script by Dr. Aitken, and was completed a few 
days before his death. It gives a new series of experi
ments summing up his results communicated from 
time to time during the last thirty years. The points 
emphasised were (1) the inadequacy of the Stevenson 
screen, which in sunny weather always makes the 
enclosed thermometers read too high; (2) the uncer
ta inty of m easuring the temperature of the air, which 
cannot be other than a time-avera ge varying with the 
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thermometer used; and 1.3) the description ot a new 
SImple rorm or "creen which satlsnes ali practical 
neeas.- .t'rot. w. peUUle: The aVOlUance or relativity 
which is not ot Galileo-Newtonian type. It is the 
aim of natural philosophy to nn<1 n.ore and more 
mclusive laws a escnbmg the course of inanimate 
Nature. Examples are the conservation of matter 
and energy, the law 01 least tnne, SLauonary £lenon, 
varying acnon, anu hll1stem's recent aevelopment 01 
j·elativlty. Their chier value hes in the fact that they 
give results which are independent ot the particular 
mechanism inVOlved. All actions whiCh seem [0 occur 
at a distance taKe place, according to l'Iewton, 
through a medium or <ether. it is sometimes assenea 
that m consequence of the results of the principle 
of relativity the <ether is non·exlstent; but tne natural 
pnilosopher is entitled to claim that any such aeduc
llon from a theory which obtains its results indepen
dently of themechanism involved can have no validity. 
vVithm its range the principle tS of great value and 
constitutes the greatest advance made in connection 
with general la.ws since the introduction of the prin
ciples of actioi1. These general laws can only be 
judged by the coincidence of their conclusions with 
observation. In this respect Einstein's principle stoo<l 
successfully the test of two facts of observation, one 
of which was a prediction . In connection with a 
third the result is doubtful. 1 t is, therefore, desir
able to consider possible modifications of the basis 
to which the principle is applied. The only one now 
possible seems to be that connected with the postulate 
that li g ht is propagated through a uniform <ether 
regarded as at rest in space. if light is propagated 
through <etherea l strain-forms associated WIth the 
atoms and moving with them, the ;ether itse lf may 
be at I·est, but this experimental foundation for the 
recent extensions of relativity would disappear. On 
the other hand, in this case a positive result should 
be given by the Michelson-Morley experiment if made 
with light from a star moving rapidly to or from 
the earth. The paper concluded with a discussion of 
the possibility of a mechanical foundation of this 
view in an extension of Osborne Reynolds's thl'ory 
of a granular <ether.-F. Unwin: The transverse 
galvanomagnetic and thermomagnetic effects in 
several metals. This investigation into these minute 
effects gave r esults which were compared with cer
tain conclusions derived by Livens from the mo<lern 
electron theory. The agreement was satisfactory as 
regards · the ratios of the effects, but not as regard, 
their magnitudes.-P. Humbert: The confluent hyper
Reometrical functions of two variables . 

PARIS. 
Academy of Sciences, J anuary 3r.-M. Georges 

Lemoine in the chair.-The president announced the 
death of M. Emile Bourquelot, member of the sec
tion of chemistry.-L. Fave: Curves designed for the 
determination of orthodrome routes. On a sheet of 
transparent material curves are drawn representing, 
in Mercator's projection, a series of great circles 
cutting the equator at the extremities of a given dia
meter. A second family of curves of a different 
colour serve to m easure· the orthodrome distance.
,\. P. Dangeard: Observations of a n alga cultivated 
in the dark for eight years. Scenedesmus acutus has 
been cultivated in the absence of light since January, 
1913, and is as green as specimens grown in the light 
in the ordinary way. The examination of the 
tion spectrum of the chlorophyll shows no difference 
between the two series. .'\ special culture medium 
is required, the composition of which is given.-E. 
Mathias, C. A. Crommelin , and H. K. Onnes : The 
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rectilinear diameter of hydrogen. Supplementing 
earlier work, the densities of liquid hydrogen between 
-239'91° C. and the boiling point, C., have 
been studied. The cryostat used conslsted m a bath 
of superheated hydrogen vapour, obtained from the 
evaporation of the liquefied gas and heated by elec
trical means. The automatic current regulator em
ployed permitted control of the temper.ature to wi:hin 
0'01° C. for several hours. The expenments reqUired 
the preparation Qf about 170 Iitrcs of liquid hydrog.en 
and 400 litres of liquid air. The ordinate of the dla
meter was found to be -0'06351-0'00039402 O. The 
critical density was 0'03 a nd the cri tical coefficient 
;'276. Hydrogen obeys the law of the rectilinear dia
ineter.-Auguste Beha l was elected a member of Lhe 
section of chemistry in succession to the late Armand 
Gautier.-G. Fubini : Automorphic functions.-T. 
Varopoulos: A class of multiform fun ctions.-A. 
Veronnet: The variation of a conical trajectory under 
the action of the resistance of a medium.-J. ViIley : 
Experimental installations for aerodynamical re
searches. A discussion of the recent proposal by M. 
Margoulis, suggesting the use of carbon dioxide 
under high pressures a nd at low temperatures as the 
circulating gas in the testing of aeroplane models. 
Apart from certain difficulties of construction which 
would add to the cost of the apparatus, the author 
is of opinion that the use of carbon dioxide could 
only be complementary to the use of air, and could 
not safely be employed instead of the latter.-M. 
Curie: The action of red and infra-red rays on phos
phorescent substances, An account of experiments in 
which zinc sulphide a nd other phosphoresce nt sub
stances were submitted to the simultaneous action of 
ultra-violet rays (mercury lamp with nickel oxide 
glass filter) and infra-red rays (arc lamp .with cuprous 
oxide glass filter). The sUlphldes exammed behaved 
differently from fluorescent bodies such as uranium 
nitrate, barium platinocvanide , and fluorescein.- M. 
de Broglie: The corpuscular spectra of the elements.
A. Leaute: Complement to the theory of the induced 
r!eaction for saturated alternators.- H. Colin and 
Mlle. A. Chaudun: The application Df the law of 
hydrolysis to the determination of molecular weights. 
-A. Mailhe: The catalytic preparatiDn of secondary 
!lmines and an attempt to introduce the alkyl grDup 
into. these bases. Schiff's bases , mixed with a small 
quantity of finely divided nickel and heated to 170° C., 
.-u·e reduced smoothly to sec.ondary amines by hydrogen. 
An attempt to prepare tertiary amincs by passing- a 
mixture of the secondary amine and alcohol over 
alumina heated to C. was not successful, 
as the bases were split up in contact with the catalyst. 
- E. Salllard: The balance of chlorine during the 
manufacture of a nd the proportion of chlorine 
in the beetroot.-L. MacAuliffe and A. Marie: The 
study and mensuration of 117 Belgians.-P. Audige: 
The' of fishes maintained in a medium at a 
constant temperature.- E. Rabaud: The paralysing 
instinct of the soiders.-R. Bayeux : Respiratorv in
sufficiency at very high altitude and its correction bv 
subcutaneous iniections of oxyg-en.-A. Lumiere and 
H. Couturier: The natur!e of the anaphylactic shock. 
Further experiments to show that thE' causes 
of the a naphylactic shock are the same as those of 
thE' anaphvlactoid crises resulting from the sudden intro
duction of insoluble substances into the circulation.
Et. and Ed. Sergent: Attempts at vaccinating against 
paludism in birds due to Plasmodium reltctum.-E. 
Woolman: The role of flies in the transport of patho

germs studied bv the technique of aseptic cul
tiva tions. These experiments show that contaminated 
flip, remain infected for some days only. R emoved 
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fron! the source of contamination, they free them
selves very rapidly, probab ly mechanically, from the 
infecting germs.-MM. Kohn·Abrest, Sicard, and 
Paraf. 

MELBOURNE. 

Royal Society of Victoria, November.-Mr. F. \Vise
would, vice-president, in the chair.-E. Ashby: A 
description of the Bracebridne Wilson collection of 
Victorian C hi tons, with a description of a new species 
from New Zealand. This collection was made by the 
late Mr. J. Bracebridge 'Nilson, working in connec
tion with the Port Phillip Exploration Committee of 
the Royal Society, and was dealt with by E. R. Sykes 
in the Proc. Malac. Soc. in 1896. In additiDn to. the 
five species described by Sykes as new, the author 
notes four other species then undescribed, Callochiton 
rufus, Ashby, which has hitherto been known only by 
a single type-specimen dredged in South Australia, 
and a new species of Lepidopleurus from New 
Zealand.-Dr. J. M. Baldwin: Application of genetics 
to plant-breeding. The problems of genetics are those 
which g-row out Df a study of the resemblances and 
differences in individuals related bv descent. There 
are four general lines of attacking the problems: 
(a) The m ethod of observation ustxl by Darwin in 
marshalling evidence in favour of the evolution 
theory; (b) biometrical methods cmployed with such 
success by Pearson; (c) cytological methods, which 
are primarily concerned with a study of cell
mechanism; and (d) experimental breeding, which 
involves the raising of pedig.ced cultures of plants. 
From the last method have coine many stimulating 
ideas of heredity and variation, including the 
Mendelian theory of heredity, the pure-line theory of 
Johannsen, and the mutation theory of Dc Vries. 
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